
Lesson:-4 The Bubble the straw and the shoe

*New words

Bubble- a balloon shaped body formed over liquid

Straw- a pipe to drink

Forest- a part of land full of trees

Cross- go through

Float- move upon water

Stretch-top draw out

Bank- the side of river

Broke-past of break

Splash- sound of water

Shook-

Laughter-act of laughing

Burst-to break

Bang- very loud noise

*Answer the following question.

1. Name the three friends?

Ans:-The names of the three friends are bubble straw and shoe.

2. Where did they want to do?

Ans:- They went to a forest one day.

3. What did they went to do?

Ans:- They wanted to cross ariver.

4. What do you wear on your feet?

Ans:- I wear slippers, shoes and sandals on my feet.

5. How do you make bubbies?

Ans:- We make bubbles by blowing air through a straw in water.



*Put these doing words into the sentences.

(Jumped, shook, stretched, burst, )

1. The straw stretchedhimself from one bank to the other.
2. The shoe jumped on the straw.
3. The bubble shook and shook with laughter and burst with a big bang.

*Match the ball with their number.

4

7

8

5

6

*Lock at these objects. Put them into a tub of water. Say which one will float and which one sink.

Ribbon Feather marble leaf stone

Stick paper straw shoes spoon

Float Sink
Ribbon
Feather
leaf
paper
straw
Stick

marble
stone
shoes
spoon
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